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Abstract. The Internet of Things (IoT) requires a shift in our way of
building applications, as it is aimed at providing many services to society in general. Non-developer people require increasingly complex IoT
applications and support for their ever changing run-time requirements.
Although service composition allows the combination of functionality
into more complex behaviours, current approaches provide support for
dealing with one IoT scenario at a time, as they allow the definition
of only one workflow. In this paper, we present DX-MAN, an algebraic
model for static service composition that allows the definition of composite services that encompass multiple workflows for run-time scenarios.
We evaluate our proposal on an example in the domain of smart homes.
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1

Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) promises a new era in which every physical world
object and all living entities will be interconnected through innovative distributed services. Thus, the scale of IoT applications will go beyond human
mind expectations.
IoT applications are mainly aimed at providing value to society in general.
People with no development expertise are able to control, manage and customize
their own applications [6, 11]. For this reason, IoT requires a shift in our way of
building applications: a developer must be able to create a generic application
that encompasses multiple scenarios, in order to accommodate as much as possible the run-time user requirements. Thus, users will be able to autonomously
choose a behaviour among the alternative ones.
Although some scenarios are simple, many others require the combination
of a huge number of services. Hence, service composition is crucial for building
complex IoT applications. However, designing a generic composite that accommodates multiple IoT scenarios is not trivial, since user requirements may vary
from one scenario to another. Moreover, the dynamism of IoT applications causes
an increase in the number of possible scenarios as the number of services grows.

Current composition approaches do not fulfill the demands of IoT applications that require user-centric compositions of a huge number of services. This
is because their semantics allows the definition of only one workflow at a time.
Thus, tackling a new scenario would require an entirely new workflow or the
modification of an existing one. This paper proposes DX-MAN, an algebraic
model for static IoT service composition, which enables the development of composite services that encompass many workflows so as to accommodate multiple
run-time scenarios.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Sec. 2 presents the related work.
Sec. 3 presents a motivating example. Sec. 4 describes our model for algebraic
IoT service composition. Sec. 5 presents examples to show the feasibility of our
model. Sec. 6 presents a discussion of our results as well as challenges related to
this research. Finally, Sec. 7 presents the conclusions and the future work.

2

Related Work

Current composition approaches include orchestration, nested orchestrations,
choreography, data flows and nested data flows.
Orchestration [13, 22] and choreography [8, 26, 27] have been used for many
years in Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) and are now gaining attention for
IoT applications. Orchestration defines a central coordinator for the invocation of
operations in services. In order to eliminate the performance bottleneck caused
by the central coordinator or to support multiple administrative domains, a
number of sub-workflows can be defined in nested orchestrations [7, 16]. On the
other hand, a choreography realizes a workflow through the collaborative and
decentralized exchange of messages between the services involved. Regardless
of the underlying mechanics, (nested) orchestration and choreography allow the
definition of only one workflow at a time.
A data-driven workflow, or data flow, allows the combination of data streams
from different IoT sources. It is basically a graph where nodes represent computation and edges represent data paths: a node receives data, then performs
some computation and finally passes data on. Although data flows are increasingly popular for IoT applications thanks to the emergence of mashups [5, 14,
24], they allow the creation of one workflow at a time; and this is also true in
nested data flows [12].
Like orchestration, data flows are considered as exogenous composition mechanisms because a workflow is defined with no knowledge of the services involved
[18]. Reo [19, 23] is a declarative language for data flows, which also has the
notion of exogenous connectors. Unlike DX-MAN, the composition of two Reo
connectors yields a more complex connector, but not a service. Of course, a Reo
connector can be transformed into a service, but this would require an extra step
as it is not part of Reo semantics. More importantly, Reo allows the creation of
one workflow at a time, like other data flow approaches.
Automatic service composition [1, 9, 10, 22] consists of discovering, selecting
and combining services at run-time, in order to construct a workflow that fulfills

a given specification [17, 25, 28]. It does not provide new composition semantics, but it is built on top of existing ones: data flows [9], orchestration [22],
choreography [1], or any combination thereof [10]. Therefore, automatic service
composition also allows the definition of only one workflow at a time.
Other approaches [11, 15, 29] do not provide any composition constructs, because they are only frameworks or software tools for end-user development. Some
of them provide support to define only one straightforward workflow at a time,
typically a sequential one.

3

Motivating Example

To motivate our approach, this section introduces a running example. The example is in the domain of smart homes and is based on the case study presented
in [22]. It consists of two independent services shown in Fig. 1: (i) a Windows
service for opening and closing windows and (ii) a Climate service to turn dehumidifiers on and off. For simplicity, we only show two operations per service.
The distribution of services over IoT nodes is out of the scope of this paper.

Fig. 1. Services involved in our motivating example.

Imagine a user requires different workflows at run-time depending on climatic
conditions. Automatic service composition is the best approach currently available to generate workflows on the fly. However, it allows the definition of only
one workflow at a time, since it is built on top of existing composition semantics.
For example, on a sunny day the user may want to open the windows and
turn the dehumidifier off. The workflow depicted in Fig. 2 is generated by an
automatic composition mechanism so as to accommodate this user requirement.
Suppose it suddenly starts raining so the user decides to close the windows and
turn the dehumidifier on. Thus, the automatic composition mechanism would
need the generation of the entirely new workflow shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. Workflow for a sunny day.

Of course, the user can express all his needs in a single step. The workflow
generated by the automatic composition mechanism for this scenario is shown in

Fig. 3. Workflow for a rainy day.

Fig. 4, and it includes the scenarios depicted in Figs. 2 and 3. If the user changes
his mind again, a new workflow would be needed.

Fig. 4. Workflow for a sunny and rainy day.

It might seem that nested workflows are an alternative solution to this problem, as shown in Fig. 5. However, their composition semantics also allow the
definition of only one workflow at a time. Thus, individual nested workflows are
required whenever user requirements change.

Fig. 5. Nested workflows for a sunny and rainy day.

4

DX-MAN

We propose DX-MAN (Distributed X-MAN) [3] to mitigate the impact of change
of run-time user requirements. It is a multi-level service composition model [4]
inspired by algebra and the X-MAN component model [20, 21], where services
and exogenous connectors are first-class entities. Fig. 6 illustrates the DX-MAN
constructs which we further describe in this section.
A DX-MAN service is a distributed software unit that exposes a set of operations through a well-defined interface. It can be deployed in any IoT node such
as a Cloud, an edge device or a sensor. Distribution semantics are out of the
scope of this paper, but we refer the reader to another paper on that matter [3].
An atomic service is the most primitive kind of DX-MAN service. It is formed
by connecting an invocation connector with a computation unit (see Fig. 6).
The invocation connector provides access to the operations implemented in the
computation unit, and the computation unit is not allowed to call other computation units. The atomic service interface has all the operations implemented in

Fig. 6. DX-MAN constructs.

the computation unit. Formally, an atomic service AS ∈ S, where S is the type
of services, is a set of operations defined as follows:
AS = {op i | i ∈ N}

(1)

Exogenous connectors are architectural elements that define explicit control
flow and encapsulate a network communication mechanism, in order to coordinate the execution of an IoT application from outside services. So, services are
unaware they are part of a larger piece of behaviour.
Our notion of algebraic composition is inspired by algebra where functions are
composed hierarchically into a new function of the same type, using the operator
◦. The resulting function can be further composed with other functions, yielding
a more complex one.
Algebraic service composition means that a composition connector is used as
an operator (◦) to hierarchically compose ≥ 1 services, atomic or composite,
into a (composite) service. As it is constructed from sub-service interfaces, the
composite interface has all the sub-service operations. Like an algebraic function,
a composite service is a generalization of a particular problem because it implicitly contains multiple workflows whose formation is constrained by the composition connector being used. Formally, a composite service CS ∈ S, where S is the
type of services, is a set of services defined as follows:
CS = {Si | i ∈ N ∧ S ∈ S}

(2)

DX-MAN provides composition connectors for sequencing, branching and
parallelism. A sequencer connector (SEQ) allows the invocation of sub-service
operations in a user-defined order. A sub-service operation can be associated
with ≥ 0 orders. Sub-service operations with no given order are never invoked,
and when no sub-service operation has an order assigned, an empty workflow
is thrown at run-time. Any sub-service operation can be invoked any number
of times within a workflow. Thus, a sequencer connector defines a composite
service that contains an infinite number of sequential workflows. Fig. 7 shows an
example of a composite service constrained by a sequencer connector.

Fig. 7. Sequencer connector.

A selector (SEL) connector chooses the sub-service operations to be invoked,
according to user-defined conditions which are evaluated concurrently. A subservice operation can be associated with exactly zero or one condition. Subservice operations with no condition associated are never invoked. When no
sub-service operation has a condition associated or all conditions hold false, an
empty workflow is thrown at run-time. A selector connector defines a composite
S|CS|
service that contains 2| i=1 Si | workflows. For example, Fig. 8 shows a composite
service that contains 32 possible branching workflows as there are five sub-service
operations. We do not show all possible workflows because of space constraints.

Fig. 8. Selector connector.

A parallel connector (PAR) allows the parallel invocation of sub-service operations. A sub-service operation can be invoked multiple times in parallel within
a workflow; to do so, the user needs to specify the number of jobs for each subservice operation. When no sub-service operation has jobs assigned, an empty
workflow is thrown at run-time. A parallel connector defines a composite ser-

vice that contains infinite parallel workflows. Fig. 9 shows a composite service
constrained by a parallel connector.

Fig. 9. Parallel connector.

Although they do not compose services, adapters can also constrain workflows
by applying additional control structures over an individual service. A looping
adapter can be used to iterate a number of times over a sub-workflow, while a
user-defined condition holds true. A guard adapter invokes a sub-workflow only
if a user-defined condition is true.
Selection trees are abstract templates that allow the selection of workflows
at run-time. They are implicitly created from a composite service during designtime. Figs. 7, 8 and 9 show examples of selection trees for a sequencer connector,
selector connector and parallel connector, respectively. In the next section, we
present examples that show how to choose workflows using selection trees.

5

Examples

This section presents two examples of using DX-MAN for user-centric IoT applications. The first example describes how a one-level composite service accommodates the run-time user requirements described in our motivating example
(see Sec. 3). The second example describes how a two-level composite service
enables more complex workflows by hierarchically composing services. For both
examples, we distinguish between developers and users. Developers design, deploy and execute DX-MAN services, while users choose the workflow they need
at run-time. To do so, we developed a platform prototype [2].1 Composite services and selection tree instances are defined using JavaScript Object Notation
(JSON) documents. Due to space constraints and clarity, we omit the JSON
documents used for the examples. Instead, we show a graphical representation
of composite services and selection trees.
1

https://gitlab.cs.man.ac.uk/mbaxrda2/DX-MAN

5.1

One-level Composition

At design-time, the developer uses a sequencer connector SEQ0 to compose
the services Windows and Climate into a composite service C0 which contains
infinite sequential workflows (see Fig. 10). At run-time, the user only chooses
the workflow he needs from the composite C0.

Fig. 10. DX-MAN architecture for the scenarios of our motivating example.

For example, on a sunny day the user chooses the workflow depicted in Fig.
2 in Sec. 3, by assigning execution order as shown in Fig. 11. Suddenly, it starts
raining so the user chooses the workflow illustrated in Fig. 3 in Sec. 3, by assigning execution order as shown in Fig. 12. Thus, there is clearly no need of creating
an individual workflow or a new composite service whenever user requirements
change, but only defining an instance of the respective selection tree.

Fig. 11. Choosing a workflow for a sunny day.

As another example, on a cold day the user may want to only close the
windows. To do so, the user assigns the execution order shown in Fig. 13. Again,
without the need of creating an individual workflow or a new composite service.

Fig. 12. Choosing a workflow for a rainy day.

Fig. 13. Choosing a workflow for a cold day.

5.2

Two-level Composition

In the previous subsection, we presented a one-level composition as a solution for
our motivating example. Nevertheless, DX-MAN allows more complex workflows
by hierarchically composing services into multi-level structures.

Fig. 14. Two-level DX-MAN architecture.

Suppose there is an atomic service energy for turning lights on and off. The
developer uses a sequencer SEQ1 to compose the existing composite C0 and the
atomic service energy into a new composite C1. He also adds a guard adapter
to invoke C0 if a user-defined condition holds true. Fig. 14 shows the resulting
two-level DX-MAN composition, and Fig. 15 shows the respective selection tree.

Fig. 15. Resulting tree from the two-level DX-MAN architecture.

Unlike nested workflows, a DX-MAN composite service enables an entirely
new world of alternative workflows as shown in Fig. 14. For example, the user
may want the following workflow before sleeping: turn the lights off and, if it all
the lights were successfully turned off, close the windows and turn the dehumidifier off. To choose that workflow from C1, the user assigns the execution order
shown in Fig. 16. A condition is represented as a JSON document and specifies
the name of the parameter, the operator (only ”==” and ”!=” are supported at
this stage) and the value to compare with. For example, the condition for GUA0
would be {“parameterName”:“lightsStatus”,“operator”:“==”,“value”:“off ”}.

Fig. 16. Choosing a workflow before sleeping.

6

Discussion

We presented a preliminary version of DX-MAN in another paper [3]. In this
paper, we present additional semantics that allows the selection of workflows at

run-time. We also present a comparison between DX-MAN and current composition approaches in the context of user-centric IoT applications.
Developers can use current composition semantics (e.g., orchestration or
choreography) to define a workflow that accommodates as many run-time scenarios as possible. However, it is impossible for them to predict all possibilities
during the design-phase and, even if they try, the resulting workflow would potentially require a lot of computing resources, because it becomes larger, more
complex and cumbersome as the number of possible scenarios increases. This is
in fact highly likely in IoT applications where the number of available services
is always growing.
Although automatic service composition mechanisms could mitigate the ever
changing run-time user requirements, their overhead increases exponentially as
the number of available services grows [9]. Thus, they are only suitable for a small
number of services and straightforward workflows. A large number of services
would require a user to wait hours (or even days) before getting a responsive
application. For that reason, current automatic composition mechanisms are not
yet ready to tackle the imminent scale of user-centric IoT applications.
Even though it is focused on static composition, DX-MAN provides semantics
to enable multiple workflows at run-time. In some cases, it may be necessary to
change a DX-MAN composition at run-time so as to support even more scenarios. This can be done using automatic composition or dynamic reconfiguration
techniques on top of DX-MAN semantics.
In contrast to other composition approaches, DX-MAN does not entail much
composition overhead, since there is no need to deploy individual workflows,
but only a composite service from which a workflow is chosen (not created) at
run-time. In fact, IFTTT or any similar tool can be used on top of DX-MAN to
choose a workflow, according to a set of user-defined rules.
At this point, the reader may notice that there are clearly many challenges
for future work. We discuss some of them below.
Automatic service composition. We believe that our work opens new opportunities for automatic service composition, as this technique can be applied on
top of DX-MAN semantics. Services (with all their implicit workflows) can be
composed to find more possible workflows at run-time, rather than attempting
to construct only one workflow at a time. We are particularly interested in decentralized approaches for automatic service composition, since decentralization
is crucial to unleash the full potential of IoT.
Self-adaptive behaviour. Self-adaptive mechanisms can built on top of DX-MAN
to autonomically choose a workflow out of the alternative ones, e.g., based on
QoS requirements. A DX-MAN composite service can mutate so as to accommodate changes in the context. However, changing a composition at run-time is
not trivial, specially when the response time is critical for the user.
Workflow validation at run-time. As a sequencer connector currently allows the
invocation of any operation in any order, there is a need for avoiding invalid

sequences (e.g., opening a window three consecutive times). At this stage, it is
up to the user to decide which workflows are valid.

Concurrency. DX-MAN only provides support for basic concurrency in parallel invocations. However, many IoT scenarios require active services that can
be operating on their own (e.g., using a scheduler). Extending DX-MAN with
concurrent capabilities requires further investigation.

Data flows at run-time. In DX-MAN, data flow is orthogonal to control flow.
Current DX-MAN semantics only allow one data flow for every possible workflow
within a composite service. For that reason, at this stage DX-MAN can only be
used in scenarios where data flow is unimportant, e.g., actuator triggering. In
more complex IoT scenarios, different data flows per workflow will be required.
Nevertheless, determining data flows at run-time according to user requirements
is a challenging task.

7

Conclusions and Future Work

Users may want to customize their own IoT applications. However, current composition approaches allow the definition of only one workflow at a time. This is
not desirable for IoT applications where run-time user requirements are always
changing. Although automatic composition is a promising technique to tackle
this problem, it is still based on existing composition semantics, thus allowing
the definition of only one workflow at a time. For that reason, we need to accommodate run-time user requirements as much as possible during the design
phase. In this paper, we presented DX-MAN as a solution for this issue.
The algebraic nature of DX-MAN is suitable to mitigate the impact of change
in run-time user requirements. We showed with a small example how DX-MAN
allows the definition of (general) composite services that contain multiple workflows. Users only choose the workflow they need out of the alternative ones,
rather than resort to the cumbersome and inefficient task of creating individual
workflows at run-time.
In the short term, we plan to extend the DX-MAN semantics, in order to
enhance the flexibility of composite services. Additionally, as workflows are chosen using JSON documents at this stage, we would like to allow the selection of
workflows in a more interactive way (e.g., using a visual tool or voice commands).
We are in fact currently working on a visual Web editor to fill this gap.
We believe that DX-MAN opens new research directions to tackle the challenges that user-centric IoT applications pose. Given the novelty of DX-MAN, in
what creative ways can you define composite services during the design-phase,
in order to accommodate as much as possible run-time user requirements?
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